December 2018 DXM Release Notes
Build 51481 on CMS Wednesday 12.19.18
This DXM release focuses on enhancements and improvements throughout the platform.

+ DXM Improvements +
1. Core Component: Widget has been added to the Drag and Drop experience, enabling users to
drag and drop widgets to create a consistent experience utilizing widget components. (OCD10192)
• Widget Component functionality is implemented for Drag and Drop.
2. “My Last Modified” reports can now be filtered by a date range, embowing users to access data
within their reports by their own detailed specifications. (OCD-7654) (CN-00064145)
• Add path information to the Dependencies Report

+ Other Improvements +
1. Code Component container name matches the appropriate component name. (OCD-5678)
2. V3 Reports properly displays UI when Arabic language is selected. (OCD-1103)
3. “Show my home file/folder” radio button has proper functionality when selecting a file. (OCD11861)
4. Models at the root can be selected, edited, and saved in Import SFTP modal. (OCD-9263)
5. Images can be added in Inline for Drag and Drop. (OCD-11961) (CN-00080465)
6. Uploading a file from local computer to ShowAcquireDocument field works as expected. (OCD11088) (CN-00077606)
7. Popup for action needed on snippets after branching an asset now appears. (OCD-11534) (CN00078811)
8. Correct user is displayed after deleting a folder. (OCD-4899) (CN-00052973)
9. Publishing errors on folders can be cleared. (OCD-1876)
10. DAM images are loading all images as expected. (OCD-11982)
11. Columns within Debug log table on Safari are displayed correctly. (OCD-10949)
12. Advanced Components retain previously saved text and image. (OCD-11090)
13. Content Blocks Panel will display Components correctly when DQM Panel is open. (OCD-8114)
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14. Template API Version is automatically updated. (OCD-11802)
15. Context.DisablePreviewCache working in a library method within V3. (OCD-11775)
16. Columns within Users, Groups, and Custom Reports Tables can now be resized. (OCD-11319)
17. Template files (.aspx) via CDC with VS2017 can be opened and edited as expected. (OCD-6848)
18. Advanced Components with multiple Components in a single HTML attribute render correctly.
(OCD-9842)
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